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Abstract 

vVhile most of is att(~ct€~d by HIV-1 African 

is dominated by subtype C. Due to development 

is carried out than sub-Saharan HnUTP'vpr since the 

mechanisms HIV-1 different from 

those in it is interesting to how a dendritic 

as the one developed on Brazilians 

(Lu et aI, can be used on individuals Africa. 

To investigate mathematical models and techniques 

are used to mechanisms of '.""""0.::,'" nr()crrp;~Q"'n in two HIV-1 

subtypes. extended to 

vaccine could 

that the 

ment of 

vaccine could 

viral rebound. To 

peated. Unfortunately, 

of proinfiamatory 

be avoided 

that the 

subtype B or 

followed. 

to treat these It is found 

C 

plays a determining the 

rrr",,,,,",,,,,n and can itself a means to develop-

it is also shown that the cells based 

viral load but not resulting in a 

a low viral load, vc,."\",uu",,.vu would have to be re-

vaccination may lead to 

in severe 

vaccine can be 

could 

We conclude 

in either 

as long as the correct treatment schedule is 

II 
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Chapt 1 

Introd llction. 

1.1 

The HIV C,ULU""'Uv causes problems in both developing 

World Health Organisation estimates as 2004, 37.2 

are U1L<O"~C;u. 

million children were 

is currently the worst 

HIV infected population. 

C, ULa,n..UJlE; 

world wide [1]. 

as it is home to 

individuals in this region 

subtype in 

is not only """OV"La,~C;\..I. LU\".<\..I.<O.1<\"<O but is 

rate in 

eastern 

are other HIV-1 

subtypes. Apart 

subtype C is 

while subtype B is common in Europe, 

1 

mortality 

B subtype Care 

prElQOmlnallce in southern and 

and Nepal 

and Australia. 
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of the differences .ohl".o£1''''' these 

'-<10,,0.;:'';; progression, 

has associated with different '-'lOCi""".Ci T"r",o'r.oc,,,irm 

reduce and morbidity to AIDS, a number of 

developed. 

is news, most research on development 

of 

usage 

in

this 

to industrialised while very na-

which are to 95 the world's infected population (1]. 

Even more disturbing is 

different HIV-l subtypes, 

may not the same 

a need to understand the 

suggestions on how 

same 

developed in 

individuals 

harbour 

developed one 

to make 

nations may be used to 

MathematicallUV'UC;J'O provide an alternative way to study the differ

out ent a V'-":;UlH<:O which is or unethical 

on animals 

"'''1'',-,,],1 justification this practice is 

as monkeys are at times used, 

an alternate route that not violate any "lO"e"'G"l"""''''''''! models 

also almost instant would have 

",,...,,pr'".1 ULVHV .. " or even years U>L"UL~'LU or .. ~ .... ~'LA 

complex '-'U\Jl"'''') 

involved in -UL"-"vUv'LA patients. 

..... rr,o,.,."r goal of thesis is to use of IllG."1l'<:;lHG"l"GOl models to 

how vaccines for 

may be used subtype C infected individuals. To 

B 

goal 

2 
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two were developed. 

influence 

model was used to: 

1. 

infection. 

2. To C;AIJ1<LjLl1 in COI'ecEmt()r s'N'it<:hiIJlg frequency HIV-l 

C. 

the ""'-IJnu model was used to: 

1. long term outcomes of clinical by Lu et [5]. 

2. To the possible a dentritic cell 

on coreceptor switching. 

two .. " ... u,,,,,", another that ,-,VA.,unu"" 

based may the two were used to 

sub-Saharan Africa rllr'Tll1r<>" treatment interruptions without caus-

effects, 

1.2 Introduction to 

HIV is a retrovirus means 

DNA 

cycle 

biology. 

its genome is RNA is 

completion 

toa 

""'-"'1"." there are other ('r.l'e:>(','ntr.r;:: 

a 

CCR5 

and appear to the most important successful viral 

[6, 7, 8, 9, 10], 1.1 digramatic re:>".re:>;::e:>nt 

target receptors 

cell 

control replication machinery to its own 

of HIV cells CD4 + T 

3 

of 

Using 

over 
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Most of cells a m "O;u'umuu'c:;uv of immune 

resopoIlses against ImectlOTILS. A human adult 1000 

T per of blood, but in an CD4 count 

can drop to levels as the also if a 

patient a CD4 count below CD4 cells per microlitre, or she is 

said to have 

(a) (b) 

~ 

cell 

1.1: A the 'J.'HI,,",7'l1"l'lf between 

protein, receptor and coreceptor. (aJ represents binding of gp-120 

to CD4 receptor (bJ the binding of gp-120 to 

a which can either or on the of 

cell. 

Although isa wide 

on 

are into two. 

(i) response which is 

which make use of proteins 

for cell This is 

of immune reSIPoIlSes in HlV U>Lv,","'vu 

ofT cells and 

out by "'-'''VAl,'"' T 

their cytoplasm such as and granzymes 

direct response. 

(ii) responses are OV1UIJJl'" substances or \.,H'OUl\Jn.>jU",O secreted 

4 
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CD8 work replication or 

viral into target cells. 

The "' .. ,"',.vu between CD8+ HIV has to 

describe course of UKI",,,,,,,,,, nrl'\o'r""""".n infection [1 

The CD4+ to dif-

ferent DfCte:reSSl(m in HIV mtc~ctllon. 

divided into phases ;::'Ul.Luuall""'U in fig (1.2). 

CD4+cells 

Virus load 

Figure A qualitative diagram to show time course oj injection 

in a typical injected adult.[12, llJ 
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• Asymptomatic 

replication 

However, there is 

there are no visible symptoms present, 

are fast 13]. 

viral load. responses 

CD4+ T cell are 

numbers ,",VLLI;ULUG 

a few HJ.U'Hl;ll" or more years.[ll, 13] 

This is 

microlitres and as an 

infections to frequently occur. 

C;LHUG'·J..Y lead to 

HIV can exhibit U''''''''''"I; ""~HLUCNJ. tropisms 

viral pal~holgeJ[leSilS 

tomatic of HIV-1 infection, the 

switch 

may from 

T fall 200 

U".ULUIU", system allows op-

important UHI-'U'"CH'VL.''' 

evolve to show 

to core-

been to coincide with the immunological and 

chronic \..u",c;a.<:,v n,rroO''' .. ",,, [16, 18, 19]. 

HIV-1 to predominantly use coreceptor the 

primary stage infection the asymptomatic [20, 16, 22, 

viral that uses is known as R5 

[22,6, 7, 9, lOJ. It is characterised a slow "'I-".L,",U,O".)'" rate [23J, relative 

acytopathicity is of inducing phenotype. 

strain infects macrophages primary T lymphocytes but not 

[10,9, 

makes use the CXCR4 coreceptor is known as the X4 

[22, 6, 7, 8, 9, . It is characterised a rate, a 

6 
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high degree T cell and shows 

The strain T 

and is a.::lOV,",la,uC;U accl~lenl,ted U''''''GClv Drol:!TeS:Slon [24, 13, 8]. 

use 

are 

may retain their use the 

individuals 

the 

f"roy·Af"c>nt' .... r and make 

ri'vn":lYn [10, and 

shown that 

preferred to used the 

CXCR4 I'ror,Pf"",y"\tror than CCR5 f"ror"'l''''nt-ror [8]. and 

R5X4 the phenotype. 

1. Thesis organisation. 

Having a brief introduction of the tTO'l'1,O"" course 

infection and of rlitt", ... ",nt coreceptors, rest of 

this is as follows, 

Chapter 2 gives some background on previous u."",U'v.Uf.kIJ','-'''''l "''''''-Lv''' 

eXIJertmEmt,ttl results 

particular, some of 

cellular 

The chapter also 

the rest of the 

the L"v,","""""""O 

3 

used to vAIJHkJ'U 

that have 

and 

UUL"U...,"" of HIV 

to 

the load, 

to a fuller 

disease pro

coreceptors usage 

mathematical was 

7 
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developed to Ball111<.O of two in presence of 

rht-tt:ll",Clnf' HHUWlH\;< responses which turn out to be 

crucial T"'J"T'n,'" choice of cor'eCE~pt()r 

of on the possible of 

dendritic cell based in dlSeal'le DlrQlZ:res:SlOill 

the aU")C;l1l~C; of a coreceptor switch as is the case in most HIV-l C 

rrrt>·",,,,,r.n would have to via a dit[en~nt mechanism. 

In chapter 4, a model was to to 

can from the impairment CD4 T cells and the impairment the 

aHI"h~,l1 presen1;atJIOn function of '.n •• Hu"V.'" the promising 

results obtained a "'''uu..."-",, 

cell vaccine [5], the model was extended to u ....... u'-"" effect vaccination. 

uC;1JLUC;U model was then to long term outcomes of 

Since Brazil is predominantly HIV-l subtype B [26], in 

5 an is done on the same used can be 

in countries to obtain favourable results. In this 

chapter, "''-<;;,;;'"''' 

in different 

may 

on how different treatment schedules may 

the 

of to \.,l1;L<1\.,1."'1.10 

VC;>lJIJ<:;U in industrialised countries are made 

and vaccines 

(,buo,o. ... ", to the developing 

8 
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hapter 2 

• ure 

A matnema model is a mUIIJIUI\",U T't,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,'n't<> or replica of 

U'\"IlV~;1\A;" systems, a task 

system. The application 

can be used to 

can be daunting given the complexity 

mathematical models to HIV -1 data 

of the outcomes of the 

These models 

IJV'uU,,"''':' development and 

help of 

to a better understanding 

corresponding immune re

parameter estimation, 

clinical data to assist policy 

of how mathematical 

,.,.rr'ff""OO"',An and the eventual an 

"''''"It'LO)UU,UV'U for the mechanisms of UIO",,,,,,',,, pro~~reSSlIDn, a topic that is highly 

Mathematical models of these U,,;'\OH'''''1,;:IU1 

are presented here. 

on 

o.UJCOU.l" of disease 

relationship between the virus, 

9 

are generally based 

responses and 
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T cells. on the role of CDS in viral 

control. This 

CD8 cells where 

arises from such as the one 

in 6 Simian virus (SIV) 

macaques and 1 macaque [28]. CDS in 

load was 

showed a The infected macaques 

unexpectedly, the 

investigations it was lvVlllvH.J.UC;U 

in CD4 levels, 

dropped in the uninfected macaque. From 

to deplete 

induce T cell 

[28]. The increase 

hence 

could 

cells for 

due to an 

and not a CDS response, an supported 

this controversy, a number of mathematical models have been 

VeJlOn,eCl to describe how control 

is a 

Y. ..... uu.h infection [30, 

consensus that a 

tent 

of 

29]. In all 

immune response is to 

.v ... ,.,,,,,",,,, phase of \.HOYo.;,,,, progression. CDS 

memory cells which the body 

load during 

in the form 

infections 

30]. There are hr"W;:".To.Y' disagreements on whether a persistent 

ant:Ige:n or CD4+ T helper are responsible HU.''''.CW.UH.,IS persistent 

cells [30, suggested 

... "',;,'->UU.UJLO ...... 'O was control 

C;UI.l.UJeJ<. on the viral kinetics at rlitlro.r"n disease nrrl,<Tro.QQu\n stages [37, 30]. 

levels 

initial infection 

load compromises 

in the dominance 

'U'ULLU'v response 

an immune response is established, a 

T helper cells, high antigen 

an1clgten-Clepell1ClEmt HLLU1LUAC; response. 

load at primary 
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T cell recovers while the co .. ,,,,,,,-... level decreases. At 

""U'J.v •• v r<,,,,nAn',,,, takes over viral load to even 

levels [37, 30]. at some immune reS:DonSE~S 

in the I;;lUlfJU1o:::a1" of AIDS. The rest chapter at 

some the mechanisms immune collapse disease progression. 

progression 

CDS cells 

an infected 

memory exhaustion. 

the 

differentiate 

on an encounter 

to the infection by 

chemokines that 

lysing the infected (lytic response) or secret-

viral replication or into target 

however 

This 

lifespan I'An'lrl<l to 

memory 

U1"1;;",,,'1;; progression in 

us to the first .u,-,vu,c. ... cau of 

effectors to 

depletion and exhaustion of 

model that this mechanism ug~;es1te<1 that for a 

""·CO' ... " ... ,,, virus such as the ability to 

factors 

process was "o'l"o ... {;.rI to as 'CTL CAli'Hi" 

rate would lead to in CD4 T 

ment of CDS memory Furthermore as 

an increase in of CDS .. L""U',)L 

CD4+ 

decline in CDS 

Higher viral 

into the 

eIH~Cl;()r cells. eventually to exhaustion of 

[32]. 

progression to CTL induced 'lIIU.fI.(}.f.{JlJ'IL 

Although a CDS ....... ", .. '" response is .. LV"' .. '''''',", to against 

11 

[32J. 

is 

CDS 

memory 
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HU1 .. ",,',"\., response may cause severe immunopathology as it 

cells. This is also as 

is an ~J~IJVL .... '~nv a mouse with LCMV 

in the ""ue',"""""" a response [32, 21]. to the 

nature of LCMV . presence of an C01U',",1"".'" response 

control the efficient CTL respOlnse would 

to a severe immunopathological characterised of the 

mouse CTL mediated HUJ'UUUVIJa,v,llV1U,t<,J has ug~;es1cea as a 

VOC'UJ",,-, reason for the eventual 

A 

cells 

it was 

in 

the 

was 

implication for 

mediated pathology was 

the presence of a virus 

pathology would 

a weak CTL 

of neutralising 

with an 

[30] suggests the 

properties of CTL 

[30]. In the model 

as the total T 

repsonse. Using the 

viral replication 

also 

useful in 

response. 

of viral inhibitory 

it does not account the non lytic response. Experimental 

work showed mice infected with a slow Armstrong strain, 

the absence of a respOlnse did not no 

CTL induced pal;nolOg;y was observed. On the with 

a faster the response resulted 

severe 

by Wodarz et al 

a different 1U\.1\.1\;;1, 

of the the model 

not account for the two responses, in 

et [401 they took into account and came 

12 
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up a similar conclusion. latter model [40] suggests that in 

event of replication KI[letllcs, a combination of the non lytic 

res:pons(~s would be to success and non 

lytic response would help lower replication rate while the response 

reduced number of UU"'..."A;U cell. This 

of cell viral 

for the role of the non lytic in avoiding cell induced 

pathology [40]. Furthermore the lytic and non lytic responses have also 

shown to different with 10]. 

Disease progression due to coreceptor switching. 

In 

to fast. 

so far, seems to a consensus that Uk",","""''''' 

the development of 

IJHI~a,vlV!l kinetics from slow 

Connor and Ho who 

do not explain why it 

A number of 

is a result of the 

virus from the slow to replications rates. 

to a 

tnerrnore this ,",u,,,ut','G In 

a switch 

1 v,","Ull.", to 

understand disease nl'f\rrr,p,,,,,'IAt'l slow. 

A UU1UU'C;1 of mathematical HIU'UC;C,,, been developed to C;Aljl<lo'CU what 

driving force in "A'rnro",~;rr.~ switching is 13]. These models take into 

account the target and R5 

and X4 They suggest that the immune 

13 
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"U"""'Tn due to the -~J-'--"'~ nature of the in a reduced 

kinetics 

would 

sel~actlon pressure on 

are 

outcompete the 

response in suppressing 

different target 

et [21J suggested that 

strain. Since 

[43, 13]. In addition to role of the ... UUCl"'" 

strain, the models V~"''''~'vV that the availability 

for the the one hand, 

it a 1. C;~Ju\"'a"l 

JtLUtLw<],V et that a 

T activation due to opportunistic infections uuu",!". the late 

mtlection may provide strain with a replicative' advantage over the 

a coreceptor 

understanding of llJ.C'\"'llall,lDllJ.<, of liID"".,.'" nrA"rro'''''''',n is important 

'-'U~'IJO'''''A we 

some of 

of differences in u.."',",,,,,,,, 

n",-rn,c,,.,, the mathematical 

not give an account 

U<AJ, .. H_U in HIV-1 subtype B and subtype 

discussed do not into account 

development of 

of a 

as drugs and 

B regions are 

is prE!dOmlJtlaIltly subtype 

as dendritic 

""VIJ"'U in Europe and 

eNV"".!LeN"l'" to sub-Saharan 

em 

'''~~''''<h'''''''UAU to 

the effect 

This study is 

predominantly 

were the virus 
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hapter 3 

ors choice of 

coreceptor usage. 

A switch, although more common subtype B than in 

about 50% of HIV-l subtype 

typically after 8 to 10 

is rarely associated with a 

C individuals, has only been 

B uu,_"~,,,-, patients during the 

mrec:tlOn [13, 8]. 

CCR5 

is not an absolute requirement 

1 previous studies in 

use ofCXCR4 

[19, 16]. 

and South 

46] showed that there was an UUlJLV"" v'/\"v,lU',. use of the 

coreCE:pt()f throughout the course 

[8, 47], suggests that 

than previously 

studies [45, 46] 

study were in the early 

recent findings 

an R5 to X4 switch 

[8] argued that 

U''''_,CkW''' the cohorts of patients 

infection when the X4 strain is 

to emerge. A study in LJU"~U(.l'U suggested that SI '"V.L''''V''''' 
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observed may have been to prolonged exposure. 

In study the most common 81 was also the rather 

than the X4 [47] implying that an intermediate between the 

and X4 maybe more compared to a switch. 

[47, 8] however evidence that a phenotypic switch occur 

in C at a lower than in subtype B. 

Mathematical UL'"'UyLCl (>"(::'1"1',,,,[1 to investigate were also 

nr.'lXTP'LTPr these were factors the 

Inf'ect:lons. It shown replication Kmew:s of HIV-

1 subtype Band C are different [48, parameters 

used in 

events ,,",U"-,U.Lp.. 

may not completely <In·nrr,n,.,,,, to account 

in subtype C. a phenotypic 

1 subtype C now accounts new infections worldwide and 

it has the 

to 

as 

coreceptor 

mental 

8; 2], it is therefore importance 

the affect the occurrence of this VU'~U'JU 

Switching has become more relevant 

drugs enter trials 52] 

LVYllUU.1<. may be a route to drug resistance [6]. 

the 

C has a 

Environmental factors to host factors 

time the immune response, for 

mathematical is developed based on previous models 38]. 

l\\AlP,,.'," the model this chapter the two different 

target 

strain 

are infected by two 

towards strain as a 

R5, with 

pressure. 
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previous models [43, 21, 38], a CD4 

included. Recent findings are ""1","0> .. 0 

determining co receptor [53, 

in the model. It is also assumed that 

.tlC.1"OT,r viral strains at the same rate. 

which both the 

efficiency [54]. 

described in the 

3.1 Model 

immune response 

humoral responses 

response is not included 

are infected by the 

is based on studies 

with comparable 

on these assumptions and is 

This model describes the HaJ"H\J" of two viral strains, the CCR5 

strain (R5) and the 

specific target 

macrophages (M) 

coreceptor while 

(X4 ), each infecting a 

"""''''Llun,,",, that the two target cell populations are 

(T). The macrophages carry the 

T carry the CXCR4 coreceptor. 

macrophages, activation for infection by 

hence population is divided into resting 

T cells (T). Upon 

the by the X4 viral 

infect we do not 

a successful of antigens by 

stimulation of a response. The CD8 IHC;l11\.H 

develop to the antigen presentation with 

""""",,,.,yr nmCtlO:n. However, the CDS memory 

17 
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CD8 ettelctor cells (C) which then out the immune response the 

CD8 effector by either CD4+ 

T chemokines inhibit the infection 

This is that 

to to [1 ]Wod98T). The processes 

are nonlinear equations by (3.1)-

(3.9). 1) gives a summary variables described 

S 

1\4* 

Equations (3.1) 

activated CD4 + T 

CD4+ T cells 

are derived 

). Loss 

to natural death, 

= 

-

= 

A - dsS-

gS(T* + M*)- {3TX4 (3.2) 

J." dmM-
+1 

(3.4) 

{3MR5 _ d .M* 
+ 1 m 

(3.5) 

(1 - ev)M* - (3.6) 

r(T* + +./14*)-

JW(T* + M*) - deC (3.9) 

describe the dynamics LUHUH:;"'",,,",", resting and 

! respectively. is a constant input (A) of 

as the thymus, activated CD4+ T 

cells in rt:>Qlnnn 

T cells (T") 

0.",,1/<.<:;11 nr<>Q<>nf'<> (T" + 
(dT ). In addition 

by (3.3) are lost by 

viral induced killing (dT -) 

(3.5) describe the 

by CD8 effectors(pT*C). Equations (3.4) 

H"'Jl1ll'~" of the macrophage fJU1.w"J.,"'U which do not 

activation 21J. is a constant (J.") macrophages 
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Table 3.1: A variables used in the 

Variable 

s 

T uninfected CD4+ T 500 cells mm-3 

T* T cells 0 cells mm-3 

M macrophages 1000 cells mm-3 

M* 0 cells mm-3 

R5 mm-3 

X4 0 virions mm-3 

W cells (precur- 100 cells mm-3 

C cells 0 cells mm-3 

also as the bone marrow. It is that the loss 

of is of natural infection induced 

killing (dm * ). T cells, the response acts in response 

to macrophage inhibiting entry of strain (~~~~) [9J. 

Of interest in are the dynamics during the 

course of hence the inclusion (3.6) and (3.7) 

that of the R5 and X4 The R5 strain 

not CD4+ T 6, 56], while the 

X4 T cells . with dual tropism 

(the is the X4 as it preferentially 

19 
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makes use of the CXCR4 coreceptor [8]. The influx of free R5 virus is from 

infected macrophage cells at a rate kRs (equation 3.6) and free X4 virus 

is derived from infected CD4 + T cells at a 'rate kX4 (equation 3.7). To 

account for the difference in replication rate and cytopathicity between the 

R5 and X4 strains [21, 56, 57], it is assumed that kX4 > kRs and dr· > dm -

(values given in Table. 3.2). Loss from both viral 3populations is due to 

viral decay at a rate dv ' During viral replication within the macrophage cell, 

the R5 strain is allowed to evolve to the X4 strain through mutations. This 

process is described in equation (3.6) in which a fraction (ev ) of the new virus 

produced by an infected macrophage are X4 strain. 

Lastly, equations (3.8) and (3.9) describe the development and differentia

tion of the CD8 immune response. The CD8 memory cells (W) proliferate 

from an initial pool of memory cells in response to the presence of antigens 

presented by the infected cells (T* + M*). However infected cells interact 

with CD4 T helper cells resulting in the development of CD8 memory cells. 

The CD8 memory cells then differentiate into CD8 effectors, as a result of 

the presence of antigens but this process does not require CD4 helper cells. 

The CD8 effectors have the capacity to lyse infected CD4+ T cells and in

hibit infection of macrophages. In the absence of antigenic stimulation the 

CD8 memory and effector cells decline at rate dw and de respectively. The 

model is used to investigate the factors that influence the choice of coreceptor 

usage during HIV-1 infection. A description and plausible values of param

eters in equations (3.1) to (3.9) are given in Table. 3.2, while a schematic 

representation of the model is given in Fig. (3.1). 
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fJ 

kX4 

ev 

p 

k 

f 

A summary of 

3. 

T 

Production rate 

Activation rate of 

cells 

used the model 

Value Units 

1.5 

5 

T 0.01 

Imectlon rate both the * 10-4 day-l 

and X4 viral strain 

Viral 62.5 

Viral production rate by 90 day-l 

CD4 

Evolution rate of R5 * 10-5 

strain to the X4 

at CD8 0.78 day-l 

tors lyse 

T cells 

of 1 

macrophage infection by 

Rate differentiat i on of 

into 

22 

mm3 
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Table 

r 

ds 

dT 

dm 

dm• 

dv 

de 

dw 

3.2 

paper 

responsive-

ness 

rate of resting CD4+ 0.001 

T cells 

rate of activated but 0.01 

CD4+ T cells 

CD4+ 

T including virus in-

death 

rate of uninfected 

rate of infected 0.03 

macro phages including 

induced death 

rate of free viral par-

rate CDS 

rate of CDS memory 0.01 

outcomes. 

values given in table. (3.1), 

four different outcomes dependent on 

23 
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Figure 3.2: An 

a model simulation. 

"c.'!1U·h time". 

initial values 

rate /3 

simulated and a 

"switch time" was 

It was found that 

Switch 
X4 strain 

RSslIain 

4 6 8 10 12 14 

Time 

of a coreceptor switch (shown by arrow) during 

time r:m'Tp..'mnrut,m,n to the switch "fl"H"""I, zs the 

values as (3.2) 

table. 1}. 

Figure (3.3). 

than 

the time 

LlI~'C(]'1'C progression 

as the point 

population 

before this 

infection rate is very low (/3 < /3d 

1 

was 

viral 

3.2). 

is reached. 

fails 

to establish an UUv'-"l>lVll since the reproduction for the 

strain is 

/31 = 

1".0 ... ""('\1'1"',,,1""'\'1') number is ,",,,,,u ... ~,,", as the 

that are 

an infection 

there is no lUl'v'-'''lVH 

ab:serlce of stimulation antigens. 
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If .mT<nT<>r /3 > /31, the virus successfully establishes an mtlBctlon 

U ... lUL'U,", racroNnca is also stimulated. The presence of the R5 

on 

to 

... U,' ... L,.,,,,LL ... ,,, of the X4 strain, but whether or not a switch occurs 

If /31 < /3 < /32 where /32 ::::::J 1.55 * 10-4 day-l 

remains at very low levels. In this 

to counteract the effect of 

suppression. FUrthermore; 

is always greater one 

population reaches an 

3000 infection. On the contrary the 

( tj;) remains below 1 and the population an 

as increases and <:NlJlf.Il.U'OAvJ,lCO::> 1. 

is the number of virions produced from an 

infection. For the R5 strain, 'If; 
A, _ .Bkx4T 
'f' - dv(dr-+pC)' 

/3 so that /3 > /321 there exists a time interval [t}, t2J 

1 and tj; > 1. During this time the R5 viral population 

to a lower equilibrium R~ and the X4 

to new a detectable equilibrium X~. As the two viral 

equilibria, 'If; --+ 1 and tj; --+ 1. In this range of /3 the two 

a which is equivalent to dual tropism, 

strain. The presence of a phenotypic switch 

an 

on 

from 

new 

the 

depends on whether [tl' t2J [0,5400]. For 

[tIl t2J does not entirely lie in OUUUl",,'''VU range [0, 5400J 

and no switch is 

if /3 > within 

this case a phenotypic as R5 
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goes to zero 

strain as shown in 

viral population De(~Ono.es uV> .. UJ.U>","'< by the X4 

(3.2). However due to cytopathicity of 

" .. "',<1"'<: ..... lIlte(~tlCm rate, the switch results strain and 

depletion of CD4+ T 

f3> 
below 

high viral load 

T < fir. A 

to CDS cell exhaustion 

are produced may also be overwhelmed by the fast viral 

in their v,,",U.H<" 

response, the growth 

T cells . CDS ...,...,. .. ,""uu 

of 

outcome of the model 

59, 31]. In 

population is then 

may also result 

were for 

. 3 Model analysis. 

1 Methodology 

Plackett-Burman sensitivity analysis methodology. 

Sensitivity analysis the relative importance 

eters in bringing about outcomes [60]. The 

analysis (PBSA) was employed to 

CD4 + T cells are 

CD4+ T cells 

cells that 

kinetics 

an immune 

availability of 

population 

to ensure that the 

meaning . 

a model's param

technique for 

of 

dlttenant parameters outcomes. This ""'''' .... e.'"' for a 

information 

small number two-way 

as well as 

by means of a 

26 
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,t2]: 1j;(t) < 1, <P(t) > 1 

R5 (5400) R~ and X 4 (5400) = 

[tl' t2J n [0,5400] = [tl, t2] 
< X~, for some t E [0,5400] 

A summary of the model outcomes on value of (3. 

of enables the estimation of same 

CODlcerltra,ted on 

nent thf()UginOUr [61, 62J using twice as as An 

of the method is: 
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eter corresponds to a of 

the model column a parameter. are 

ordered exactly as number of 

the then extra 

columns. A sign is the the 
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parameter while the positive sign is associated with the upper value of 

the parameter. A total of 2d scenarios are run and results are recorded. 

5. Calculate the effect of each parameter on the model outcome. 

The effect of a parameter is defined to be the change in response pro

duced by a change in the level of the parameter. This is called the 

main effect because it refers to the primary parameter of interest [62]. 

To determine the main effect of a particular parameter, average all the 

plus outputs and subtract from the average of all minus outputs. 

6. Calculate the effect of two-way interactions of paired parameters. 

Similarly as in (3), the matrix consists of plus and minus signs. How

ever, in this case the signs for a particular pair of parameters found by 

multiplying the signs of the individual parameters. The matrix has C'2 
(n choose 2) columns and each column represents a pair of parameters. 

After finding the matrix, the scenarios are then run as in (4) and the 

interaction effect is calculated as in (5). Finally, the effect of augment

ing the two parameters on the target outcome is the average of the sum 

of the individual effects and the interaction effect. 

7. Interpret results. 

3.3.2 Results of model analysis. 

Having identified the different outcomes of the model, further analysis of the 

model is now restricted to the case when f33 < f3 < f34, a region in which 

the model predicts a possible coreceptor switch. A sensitivity analysis and 

computer based numerical simulations are used to investigate the effect of 

29 
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parameters on the switch 

liC'",LU<=; to limit my 

Since there are many results 

to only is 

reasons why individuals infected with HIV-1 C should 

viral phenotype 

in the 

frequently in subtype B imply either a 

IT""-""''''''''' in the ",,,nVI.,,,,,,,,,. characteristics these 

[48, 6]. In the light this, it was investigated how host t!>I"'T(),-'" including 

immunological factors viral factor may 

subtype B 

in a ditferen(~e in coreceptor 

How factors the 

It suggested that the 

environment [63,64, Host factors 

the UULL.",U" 

time. 

X4 

as the nature 

t:>nl"nrl", on its 

strength of 

other 

P""'Uu'"'!-.""'uu, all contribute to creating such an environment that influences the 

the X4 following investigate coreceptor 

SWILCJmn:g depends on factors. 

the response. 

Previous UL'-"V'-'"nJ on Iv,rO"C'1"\1'f~r switching [13, that a 

weak immune responses results in the of A 

further investigation was on whether it is individual or combined 

and response 

switch. the PBSA it was found that increasing rate of 

CTLs "<A,'LL .... .., (p), exerted a gHlaL!~r effect on switch time as 'wVLLLf./'Ch' 

to the increasing of ",u~,.U'JnULv inhibition (k). The 

30 
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results also 

time by 

meaning 

increases 

a selective 

get 

1111111L1HC; response. 

in an in 

that such an 

a 

occurs earlier. 

pressure on 

On the other 

p by 10%, 

in the Ch€lmC)1ClIle 

and gives the 

increase in the 

a selective advantage as the target cells for 

lytic effect 

two p'Gl_CLlllC; at the same 

by 270 days. 

paired interactions the immune parameters 

effects on time as compared to individual em"lCtS 

parameters. An Ci.l\.'''1l1JfJ1C; is the interactions increasing k by 

which resulted time as 

anI}enCllx (A.2). the pressure exerted on 

while either strain a 

advantage or exerts more pressure on Parameter 

the X4 strain a advantage included, ,g, f3 and A while 

increasing p 

an in 

immune response 

depended largely on 

lUV'J\JSO [13,43, 38, 21] 

included 

as all interactions re-

(see o,lJllJ""l\.U./\.. (A.2)). 

dw , dc, f and r, the result of an interac-

sec:ona parameter Although 

experiments showed a between the emer-

decline of [16, it 

QV'Hn-nio is mcreaStnJ! 

of the X4 

that 

rate of memory cells (r) viral production 

31 
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rate of 

increase 

(kX4 ) resulted in a U<J'JL<J,:U:><J 

equilibrium value of CDS memory 

an 

imply 

number that the GHl.IvLGlLlv.l 

of CDS 

The role of aV(l~Zta[}UZL'JI 

HIV-I 

strain U<JIV<J.LU.::l 

the PBSA it was 

nificantly 

macrophages (dm ) 

(Ji')' An 

decrease in 

respectively. 

it a replicative 

time. 

uninfected T 

of the immune response 

determinants 

for replication, the a viral 

availability of the corresponding Using 

that two of the individual palranaeters that had sig

on the switch time were 

production rate of 

and a similar IH',L<J,:U:><J 

and an increase in 

target 

rate uninfected 

a 

strain thereby .U\""I.\;;"""U,,)', 

a decrease in switch is when 

is increased by reducing rate of 

when the production rate (>.) 

T cells is increased, 

(see appendix. (A.I)). 

availability (9 and ds ) 

"UI"'U"" the magnitude of the effect was not O'o,'UUv<N'lV 

Interactions that involved 

cells (>., dm, IL, dT , 9 

switch time as 

(9) or 

in the switch 

parameters Q.,H'"""jllL)', 

magnitude was not .::ll""HH.'IvQ.,H~. 

IJUJ ..... ULvVvLO that affect the a,V<J'Ha,ILJ1l1v,~ 

and slgmnCaIlL 

death rate of macrophages 

CD4 cells (>.) 

Gl<.(J'LUl,C;.::l.::l of the second parameters. 

T 

a 
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T 

in 

same 

role of the life span 

"""""0 the switch 

availability, j,L, 

lllIlLUejUce:G by the second 

investigate the 

and the influx 

outcomes of 

rather 

determining 

based simulations were 

on the coreceptor 

to find the effect initial 

model predicted a decrease 

time when the initial COllcentl~atl of CD4 + T was increased 

200. the 

was o to about 600. On 

an initial concentration of macrophages greater than 600, a 

initial 

for 

increase 

from the 

V>«"'o"'o the initial 

'"""""UF,'-' was observed 

time was 3.4). Compared to 

results, the VU<"UE.'" switch time as a result 

target 

CD4+ T 

was about 300 

viral factors 

The 

... "'1.<.,,'" the switch time. 

looked at '''''''' {lie .. that create an 

.,..,u,u~~.. was done on how switch, an 

time. 

I.HH,UVLVU rates 

constitute the viral 

[6]. In the model, 

viral strains 

[21, 

are possible 

lllI€:8tlC)TI rate (13) 

33 

for a coreceptor 

may affect the 

to have different 

coreceptor usage 

rate (kRs and 
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'" 

1400 : 
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Initial number 01 cells(mmh ·3) 

3.4: the on cells. 

are in table. other initial given in 

(3.1) 

kx4 ) were as determinants replication 

and were the three 

individual viral (dm * and 

) on the results in (A.l and A.2)). 

The role of viral kinetics. 

When compared other the viral pro-

rate kX4 individual on the 

time with an of 10% a decrease in time of 

903 days. this is more than two fold the magnitude effect 

increasing production rate by the same 
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to factors discussed before, 

duction parameters resulted in 

was that interactions that involved 

highest effect among all 

involving viral pro

individual effects. It 

dominated the interaction pairs 

and the immune "'",,,."',rrl 

pairs. Interactions 

have already 

It is however 

GbUJI''''''~L always 

n.r'r",.::.",,, in kX4 and A 

an increase in kX4 and any 

a 

the fact that while kX4 a,u.:"UJ,GU'CGU replication of the X4 

a replicative advantage. 

an increase in kR5 did not 

other hand, most interactions 

significant magnitude. 

the analysis is restricted to f32 < f3 < an investigation was 

on a gradual increase in the rate from f32 to f34 affected the 

time. It was found a sharp the switch time as values 

f3 were from to no switch was 

nrn,,,,,,,,."r if f3 > then a f3 not 

a major impact on the 

it was concluded that f3 a 

or of a switch rather than 

occurs. 

only days. 

is in agreement with the 

the infection rate (fJ) 

the individual 

such as dm , f.,t, A, k 

in Fig. 3.5)). 

in determining the presence 

uu"uU:5 the time when the switch 

PBSA which showed 

ol"r."<>,,,,,,,, the switch by 

the interaction of f3 

had significant effects on the 

.,o'no,,,.,,>£, on which 

sec:ond parameter. The u n c
'''' u's 
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Figure 3.5: A diagram showing the infection rate in 

the range f33 < f3 < f34. 

which is varied here. Initial 

effect was from an interaction h<>1c""'<>n 

1 ). 

in switch time of 880 days. 

between f3 and kRs (result not 

outcome was 

time of days while an 

628 days. 

n(,l'''~'~'' in f3 

on (,{,,,',,,(,,pn1'{')r usage. A combination of a reverse 

would be equivalent to 

in this case such drugs would result in an 

if it mainly targets the X4 strain. is 

a correlation between antiretroviral treatment 
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Avr><>n?- for f3 

in an ,nr'ro'"'''' 

switch 

of drugs 

inhibitor and 

rate and viral 

switch 
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inhibitor) ~ .•. ~.>-.~ ... ~~ of the X4 strain. In 

mutations within the CCR5 ,.""\ .... '01"".,,,,1", ....... 

[53] have 

than a switch 

presence of a to when an R5 viral strain was 

The of viral cytopathicity. 

been to more cytopathic com-

[21, 56, 57, 10, that dT > dm •. 

it was found that not 

had a on the switch time. resulted 

in a time of 379 macrophages, an 

rate of infected cells would pressure 

on by depleting the viral leading to the 

successful domination of CD4+ T cells 

exerted by dT * was not to result in a 

A interactions involving produced a sign if-

all resulted in 

a despited An 

increasing 

in 1114 days. On the outcome of paired inter-

dT * depended on the effect Previous 

that in a reduc-

tion viral equilibrium value. The therefore implies that 

an outcome can obtained with the R5 than the X4 strain. 

The evolution rate. 
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that the X4 evolves from strain, one would have 

evolution rate would one will 

on time, from the results it was found that 

it was not the case. individual 

switch time. 

parameter, 

From 

kinetics. 

mutations 

case. 

other amletE;rs, ev yielded ,:;";=,uu,."U"~" 

interactions second 

pressure pv~>rt<'rl on 

evolution 

the results 

em<':)rgEmce of 

of the sec:on.o interaction 

of ev is consistent 

from evolution rate is not a 

nTI='r!.lf'TU",n between 

In case 

that ev 

is only a few 

factor in 

3.4 Chapter summary and conclusion. 

chapter V'h""V~,,,, how host and viral us-

age in strains infect two 

cells are assumed. In addition two types mediated immune re~iDonSces 

---"----,1 CTLs and considered. rationale 

role to play in the establishment 

and by the two of CD8 

[54, 53]. 
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suggested that a persistent immune response suppresses the emergence of 

the X4 strain. This chapter goes on to show that the different components 

of this persistent immune response would have different effects on the switch 

time. Increased CTL killing would result in a delay in a coreceptor switch 

while an increased rate of inhibition by the non lytic response would have 

the opposite effect. 

While CTLs suppress the X4 strain, enhanced X4 viral kinetics promote 

an early occurrence of a co receptor switch. However experimental data has 

shown that subtype C X4 strain replicates to the same degree as subtype B 

on CD4 + T cells [48]. This implies that factors other than the X4 produc

tion rate are responsible for the difference in coreceptor usage in subtype C 

and B. Possibly slower R5 viral kinetics which exerts a negative pressure on 

the R5 strain may account for the delayed switch in subtype C as shown in 

this chapter, but other studies [46] have ruled out a relation between viral 

replicative capacity and biological phenotype. This means that the repli

cation kinetics of the two strains may be the same but other host factors 

influencing the replication capacity of the virus by altering its habitat. 

This chapter further emphasises the role of macrophages in choice of corecep

tor usage. It was shown that the life span of macrophages both infected and 

healthy is crucial in determining the switch time. This result is supported 

by studies that have shown that resistance of macrophages to CTL killings 

and their prolonged life span allows them to create a harbour for the virus 

[53, 54, 65, 21]. A difference in availability of macrophages cells in subtype 

C and B is however yet to be show experimentally. 

Although the model predicts the important role played by CTLs in deter

mining coreceptor usage, the model also predict a similar role for chemokine 
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inhibition. It would 

role of chemokine with experimental 

it clearer the 

the BHuuun;; system are HC;\~C;""o,J. 

has 

a would create 

however 

to compare the result model on 

as done CTLs. This 

level or the individual C01TIP!onen1ts 

It 

38, 21] that 

is known to more 

cytopathic than R5 strain, an increase in strain would therefore 

Ue;'olHj,,,, in CD4+ T lead to 

question thus the emergence viral is 

result of or cause of HUU.\-UL'-

Immune activation as a cause of a r>n~'DF'~''''+'''''' switch UN.' <.-11,..,,,. 

variation in parameter may lead to 

occur 

ferent 

question now 

dltten:::nt /Jo,ILJ.C;j,,",, ? number of 

"how can variations 

rrrrp"TAn that dif-

HHH'L,ue; activation both HIV-l HU'::;\"L~;U and UUl.HC;I"LC;U 

to V<,W. .. ,,".'LVLLV [46, 63, 53, 8, 67]. 

one such study [53, 63] on Ugandan residents had 

higher characterised by high CCR5 compared to 

Italian was attributed to relatively 

activation found Ugandan particularly due to parasitic infections. 

Thberculosis has as infection 

with HIV-l patients in countries HIV-l 

C is most prevalent a.oOU\.,lo,.,C;U with im:re,tlSe:d 

(MTB) 

fects cells of monocyte-macrophage lU"",,;::;.,", [46]. Due to cells, 
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TB 

fections 

the R5 

activation. 

associated dominance 

as cryptococcal UL'-'UULF,L 

shown to particularly favour 

to note that whether lH.l.1HIj'HC; 

or not, depends on type of 

R5 strain, 

It is therefore 

".",v" •• ",v of 

also 

course of 

1 and 3.2)), initial number 

a significant 

production rate of 

time. The 

of both Uluun:;...,uc;u T 

switch time. effect on H.--"ro'"",,, an increase 

m 

implies that availability of cells throughout infection 

rather infection is a more plausible ';;AJfno,ua,ulU'U of 

the delay or a.ue'c;u"c; of a COI~eoep1;or switching in subtype C 

a in HIV-l 

C 

Studies on U.l1ULU'Uv showed of tumour 

gamma interferon INF-i, IL-I0 B production 

to the increased of cytokine [68, 

cytokines also been as possible mechanisms which 
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C01.ntE~ctJlOn with HIV-1 C in 

.... ,.","o"rj viral [46]. TNF-a: induces T in the presence 

IL-10 it shown to enhance production from acutely infected 

which increase R5 

two are thought to 

replication [68]. 

"1.JL1\.,O,"lV!! is addition to its role 

SPE~ClIIC '-",H ,'U'-"'-'''MU,-''-' ULUUULLv response 64]. 

promote the eXl)re~3sicm of on target 

NF-K,B, 

10 in augmenting 

INF-, 

[64]. 

on the effect 

INF-, in 

such as 

uvn,l!!"" is not explicitly included 

different cytokines, variations lL-10, 

to variations all!'''''''! values 

T 

I dT and Jl, Jl and kRs ) 

increased. 

tion simulations 

predicted the ""V"'-"',,- of a switch. The the pairwise 

(host) in 

determining switch 

While some studies coreceptor in C point out a strong 

tion hptlll,,,'n the UVll!!1J,O,lHA, of CCR5 corec€:pt()r usage an mcrea:sed 

immune 

sion of the 

sets studies 

immunological 

[63]. 

other suggest a 

Both 

(host) tacl;ors and/or 

UHLHUL.V activation o:;LOi:>V\.,1a",,;u 

with subtype C infected individuals also in a tJ"1.01'I,I;"'11" im-
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mune response due to increased of immune 

a delay in switch in two ways, (i) the presence of a pro-

lVUI~I;U immune response that selectively suppresses the X4 strain [54] or (ii) 

action of TNF-Q) IL-10 and augment the expression of 

co receptor , increase viral 

tern [46, 68, 64, 63, 67]. From 

as immune activation 

ruled out. 

the effects 

that HIV-1 

and lower COll1CEmtrat,lOIlS 

lead to a delay in switch 

composition exists between 

uals is a subject for 

levels of CCR5 chemokines 

with coreceptor 

Although lUUHUll" 

in variations in 

regulates the immune 

explanation, the role of 

replication kinetics cannot be 

""''''''''""",,;>'1. above, 

have a 

inhibiting chemokines 

this difference in UUUlllUI; '''Y<ltolm 

C and subtype B 

It would be relevant to measure 

and find whether they are ao',V"l""',,,,U 

variations in 

suggested as 

after a coreceptor 

erated U.l""",""")", ,",'rnn'rac,.,, 

are thought to nr(~<Tr.::";,,, 

immune activation in 

disease progression 

fection, stimulating 

[68,67]. 

C individuals is thought to cause Q,\"\,I;J.caQ,'cI;U 

susceptibility of in-

"'Yl.l'-'O,"1.VU and altering cell immunity 

It can be or absence in a coreceptor in HIV-1 

C is a variations in to 
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immune activation. factors in a delay 

of a switch, it is possible the low frequency 

C is most 

absence 

among 

is a of 

shorter natural individuals does not allow ,,"Ul.U\..,.!t:;U 

time for an R5 to switch to occur [46]. Although impact this 

lack coreceptor have on of HIV-

1 subtype C is unknown , understanding the that it may 

of importance as vaccines on r>AY'",r>"""i-,,,,,..,,, and immune boosting 

Q,'-A,Ui\;O enter 
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hapter 

he role of dentritic cells in 

viral dynamics 

Stimulation of an immune response antigen to with 

memory Nucleated are capable 

LVL",,,,U .".UVL1;'VL.'" to solicit an response. Unlike other 'LY''''''':''''"'''-

can 

HIV -1 infection, 

obtain 0>"'"0'-''' 

A 

of cytokines 

""'XI",,"'U can 

the event of 

CD4+ T cells, 

which are mainly found the periphery can easily 

they se-

h",,,,nn.pn1" UU!HUllC; response [70 J. 

presented in two ways U"'l.l".'.UHlO on source. 

presentation, a replicating virus may infect a or 

are cell and are 

prE3Se:nted on major histocompatibility complex I (MHC-I). 

can 

antigen 

~~",",""U~'~ by CD8 memory in turn 

cell. This interaction can in proliferation 

the 

CDS 
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cells. the hand, event cross presentation, obtain 

infected as T 

apoptotic and nt>''''r",rll' 

MHC-II. Unlike iV.LLL'LrL. MHC-II is only reCOglllSc!Q 

is presented on 

The CD4+ T helper 

cells. 

and MHC-II aJ.lI"M";U presenting 

DCs is required CD8 memory cells 

"'M,J,lHo"" re-emergence of 

of ,nT,Ol''''''''Tl or by new infection the 

[33, 35]. 

table summarises some of cytokines 

an immune res onse, their sources 

Function 

proliferation 

IL-12 DCs macro phages 

cells and DC maturation, 

CDS cells MHC-II 

the processes result in 

memory are not clear, it is thought interaction between 

or 

during the 

costimulatory 

MHC-I and 

repli-

of 

helper 

results their up-

cOEitmlullatory molecules such as CD40 or CD40L 72, 

73]. DCs the ability to make use of the class I 
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Free 

Naive 
TH cells 

Activated 
TH cells 

Infected 

DCs 

Infected 
TH 

Naive 
CDS cells 

. , . 

Upregulated 

/",.ncs 

~NF-g 
, , 

DCs 

__ '-c:' ''-'1111>---_ CDS memory _~"'---''''---''''---
m • cells -

Figure 4.1: A schematic 

different stages are t::C1IUl.:HUc:/L 

routes. 

box 4.1. 

antigen to CD8 memory 

cells [33, 74, 

naive CD8 

addition to of '-'v.,,~.unuu 

"",r,,,,,,,>n DCs T helper cells results 

response. A summary some of these \>"''>''''''-''', their source 

is in Table (4.1). CD8 memory cells are not directly in the 

response against an U<LV'"">'V'''. however differentiate into effectors 

upon a through the restricted 

Fig. 1) cross 

presentationofaH"15~;"~' 
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1: A of presentation routes i.e. cross 

and direct presentation as shown 4.1. 

(1) antigen from other in-

eluding those that to apoptosis necrosis. already 

antigen is then on This is known as cross 

presentation. that is secreted by helps in upreguiation of cos-

timulatory molecules that are 'r'Prt'1l1'r',>fl from between antigen 

loaded and T helper INF-g this case promotes DC 

maturation. 

(2) Antigen DCs through and costimulatory in-

teracts with CD4+ T in the differentiation of naive 

T lymphocytes into 1/1:1II]1I.#'1/. CD4+ T cells. activated 

and naive IHJfI'llt'P IL-2 which enhances proliferation 

other T 

(3) interaction in (2) also zn upregulation antigen 

DCs allowing them to make use MHC-I restricted antigen. 

up regulated DCs through MHC-I interact CD8 cells re-

sulting in differentiation into This interaction 

is promoted by which MHC-I on 

Activated T cells can be infected by free virus or virus 

to DCs through DC-sign. cells process antigen the virus and 

present it on MHC-J. 

(6) presentation on MHC-I is enhanced of 

and TNF-a. infected then with CD8 memory cells re-

suiting in differentiation into CD8 which in turn kill 

the antigen bearing This is [{"'HImi'll as direct presentation. 
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It 

[28]. 

shown 

r'\uI"au<>r the 

cells are 

of HI V 

to control of load 

is (AQ",,",VLUV,",U 

to mount such an ""ULULue; response against virus. While some 

suggested that leads to impairment the immune """,-alrY1 by 

the number T helper [75, 76], 

attributed of immunity to impairment of function 

78]. Although it is not clear 1 impairs 

been DrO'Do~;ea. (1) HIV -1 mre:CtlClll DCs 

may the of cytokines in poor rates 

immune system [78], (2) HIV-1 the ability to 

the 

overmaturation of 

mature they 

a 

cross presentation 

HIV-gp120 which inhibits production 

(3) 

causes nYI)cr-mnalnrrla"L:lon 

to increased levels such as 

their antigen pn~selnta,tlcill function. 

""'"''''''''''',,0.' model is 

viral 

the 

[79J. 

role 

Al-

though simplified, model captures different role cross 

in of different cells. The v.n.IJHhUL..., how 

immune dysfunction can a result of both an impaired DC as well 

""",LMU'"'"' the short as L .... Jo.LL The model is extended to 

term and long term a based vaccine. 
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4.1 Model Development 

model the of in presence 

different antigen CD4+ T lymphocytes. It 

seven cells{T), 

) , , antigen loaded 

(W) and CDS (C). model 

follows. 

T A dTT- - ,02(1 -

p1TV+ 1- dT,T* 

V adT,T* dvV 

hAT*-

- qT*W dwW 

assumes T helper 

pCT* 

are 

CD4 T helper 

memory 

are given as 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

( 4.6) 

(4.7) 

at a 

rate A, at a rate ""\A,VULv infected by virus at a rate PI V. 

between umnte~cte~d CD4 T helper 

at a rate ,02(1 

"""-"'''''H which to transport HIV 

the to CD4 + T lymphocytes without ,,"c;U1,,'<:;1 

the 

or are killed through lysis 

fraction 

at a rate 

DCs are VUU',-,'JU at a rate <p at a rate dA . 

may 

is mediated 

peripheral regions of 

uu,o,-",,;u [80, 

llU'Ovv~;U cells 

0"""',,,,,,,,,,,, at a rate pC. 

DCs are inefficiently 

by HIV [80, 81], it is assumed they only cross " .. ","0..,;- the ant;I.!~e:n 

at a rate hT"'. process does not apoptosis 
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or nAI"r""i" of infected 

A whose 

antigen loaded 

a 

a rate 

rate de which is 

.. ...,.,,,"' ...... '" that 

stage, following initial 

The aH"'6",H loaded DCs at a rate dA*. 

is a result interaction hAt"r"'~'n 

is considered. 

cells as 

at 

effectors at a 

me:mc)rv cells. 

HallU".i:) of HIV-l chronic 

(table. were used. 

A summary variables the model. 

T 

V 

A 

uninfected 

cells 

Infected 

load 

unactivated DCs 

T helper 0.007 

(antigen 

15 

0.02 

DCs 

W memory 950 

CD8 cells 

Note:! assume that start 

of infection 

51 

cells 

RNA 

cells mm-3 

mm-3 

mm-3 

a the 
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value Parameter 

A 8.6 

<f> O. 3.1 

dA 0.008 day-l 

0.05 ml-1 dA* 0.06 

x 0.9 0.085 day-l 

p day- 1mm3 0.009 

a 3800 dd 0.0085 

h 0.01 r 0.03 

f 0.00063 day-l 300 

q 0.1 day-I dT 0.01 

4.3: used model 

4.2 Model outcomes 

The model three outcomes are In 

two outcomes. 

.. Equilibrium 1: No UWC\,,\;lVl1 and no immune response established. 

a outcome and is 

Al = 

T*l -

by 

A 

<f> 

dA 
Vl = =W1 = =0 

4.2 

is 

( 4.8) 

.. Equilibrium 2: 

control it "vUoUU,L" 

may established but the immune ,,,,,,,eDIT> fails to 

and a u"",.cUJ'''' 

however does reach an equilibrium but at 

viral asT to zero. is rOTc,rorf to as 
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is by 

= 

kdT ·T*2 
-

A 4> 
dA + hT*2 

= 

W2 0 

O2 = 0 (4.9) 

note that is 

• 3: aUl,'"u"U but this case the 

immune ",,,,,,rPTTl manages to control the at low levels does not 

nrncrrp,,,,,()n case and is 

by (4.10). 
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(4.10) 

is a of f(T*) = 0 

f(T*) 

h + ,82(1-

4.2.1 Analysis of equilibrium points 

The question now for 

To answer this 

XPPAUTO were 

parameter 

bifurcation 

stability of the 

are the different equi-

by 

follow-

at the 

SUI2:ges:teO that the of 

cross pre:seTIltatlon to direct preSeTIltatlon is a measure whether immunity 

the model this 

of cross presentation to presentation is If this is 

a can 
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(a) 

J 
] ' .. 
" 

.i 

~ e 

· , 
nlrn(~! 

(b) 

I 
I 

!-~ 
-------j 

, 
TmlC~""") 

4.2: Model outcomes. (a) The case in which 

goes to equilibrium 2. (b) The non case in which the 

to 3. values given (4.3) but in (a) 

However if is low, response 

collapse leading to unchecked growth The 

55 

system 

goes 

072. 
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and availability T cells is COlrlSllQel:ea as it may affect 

the 

presentation. 

by influencing of cross nrt:'Q",Y,1" to 

The DC function in determining model outcome. 

the rate of antigen (h) is the of cross pn~el[lta,tlc,n to 

presentation is low hence CDS memory to 

values h 2 is while equilibrium 3 is unstable 4.3). 

As h a certain threshold, 2 its and 

equilibrium 3 De(~onaes Q."""ULv. In this case the ratio of cross presentation to 

higher allowing for establishment 

A "'U'lLU':U result was Wodarz et [83] 

in model viral cancer tumours. 

ae1Germlmr:lg the outcome of is 

ant;lge:n presentation function DCs 

the efficient present a-

CD8 memory rates (f) 

antigen cell, 

the f the 

CD8 cells. proliferation rate parameter f is also an 

cator of rate antigen T cells 

that result activation of both of costimulatory 

molecules required for CDS memory development value of f 

implies an impaired or DCs T 

cells. have a poor proliferative response to 

gens in may not due to of antigen cells 
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(a) 
600 

500 

400 

C 
0 
6 300 
<1) 

6 o 200 

U 

100 

0 
0.007 0.008 0.011 

(b) 
rate, h 

12 

10 

8 

4 

o 
2 

" 

0.008 0.009 ,0.01 0.011 
Antigen presentatIon rate, h 

4.3: Dependence of CD8 memory cell equilibrium 

::;t>'lt~uL'tun rate, h. The bold line represents the case 

it is unstable. (b) 

0.012 

0.012 

on 

tion to presentation ratio on the antigen pn::~t:nL!ULzun rate. 

in 

a U '-'H'CU .. " [77]. 

5'1' 

3 is 
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that CD8 memory tteI'ent;lation rate to 

to be in a certain range to avoid memory exhaustion. 

This is a result life span of effector cells [32J. If q 

is memory cells ._f'--'.' CD8 

UL~'''IJ''''H. Continued differentiation memory 

of cells population thus equilibrium 2 be-

comes CD8 may seem to work 

CD8 memory pool, the process is 

memory cells the 

quent overproduction of Vll.LHa,U.L~'bV.ty cytokines as ,n1'"r1'<>,,..,.y,, I".""'uu.,,,,,, 

(IFN-i)· to be UUJ"",""",,U""'u. to n,..",,,,,,,,,r exhaustion of 

CD8 memory 

role oj CDr T helper in determining the outcome. 

The of T has shown to ael)enla largely on the 

cytopathicity of cytopathicity of the is 

CD4+ T helper cells is a CD8 memory is successfully 

such higher 

2 is stable as 

, equilibrium 3 is 

pr~~Sell1ta,tlo,n to 

T 

immune 

while 

is low 4.4). Similar behaviour is .-.I"\"or"ro'; variations in the infection 

rate ({3). 

CD4T 

model that high infection rates result 

to an in load. 

load with {3, direct presentation 

hand, cross pn~Sel[lta,tlOln rI,,,,,',,,,:>,,,,,,,,,,, due to the cyt;oPI'1thlC virus 

on T helper all in a decrease the ratio of cross 
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(a) 
900 

aoo 

700 

600 

500 

E--
400 

300 

200 

100 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4, 0.5 0.6 0.7 

(b) 
Cytopathiclty 

14 

12 

0 10 ..... ...... 
ctI 
I-< 

0.1 0.2 

Cytopathi~1ty 

4.4: (a) Ut;j'Jt;w'J,t;nct; of T helper equilibrium on cyto-

pathicity of the virus, 

3 is it is unstable. 

the case when equilibrium 

Dependence cross presenta-

tion to •• UHun ratio on the cytopathicity of the virus. Parameter 

are given in {4.3}. 

to direct prE~Sell1ta,tlo!n """un .• UG failure. models 

on CD8 mE~m()ry development also such a relationship h&:>lh.T<,&:>n memory 
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development infection rate [3~, 76, 32J 

following section the dynamics model after a based 

is Since 

in vitro, it is assumed the resulting antigen loaded DC cells may be 

more ,aU''''!<:;!1'' in cross pre:senltat,Ion 

is 

under 

of cross 

presentation to presentation shifting the dynamics the 

from 2 to 3 thus 

4.3 Extension of model 

tion. 

include vaccina-

This sectIon "")",,J,U<:;" a similar to by Lu et 

an equation al [5], 

describing 

is 

effect the 

(equation (3,1)) is 

"""JLL,,,,,, of in vitro "" .. 'a;o; ... ," 

vitro antigen .vo""",,,-t 

the term fT A"W in (3.1) is L "'IJ,U""''''''''U 

U'-'H ..... ...,U, model is thus 

if 

A 

= A dTT - tJ2(1 -

tJ1TV + - x)A*T-

kdT·T* - dvV 

¢ dAA - hAT'" 

60 

Assuming that in 

in vivo antigen loaded 

+Ad)W, The 

(4.11) 
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H(t) = 

r 

4.3.1 

Single 

A 

at two 

is 

T 

w 

- 1)) 

hAt.WAf>n any two injections 

... ...,., ........ ..., ...... ................... 'J .. results. 

clinical trial by Lu et al [5] is carried out. In 

into chronically infected individuals three 

and the individuals where monitored for one year. It 

of 0.03, the model fits the 

injection, the viral load decreases 

Similar to the findings of 

with an increase in the T helper 

the source of 

the level of lL-2 n-vr,,·a<omr .. n 

is a reflection of 

On other hand the level of IFN-, eXl)reISSl()ll 

amount of CDS memory cells [5]. Both T 

61 
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o 100 200 300 

relative to treatment start (days) 

A the model to HIV RNA data !S}. data is indicated 

by * while the curve Z1WIZCu&LeS the model solution vertical repre-

sent the vaccine is administered during the treatment phase. 

Parameter are given in (4·3) 

memory cells injection while peak 

CD8 cell minimum load, the T helper 

months Although 

of are long term outcomes clinical 

Long term outcomes 

parameter values that fit the "'<!AU"''''' trial the long term 

outcome of vaccine are investigated. are done for 

both cases, a viral 

This rebound "'ULU",L'UC;O 

the 

and "r"crr,::";,,,,, cases. to 

"'<N',UUCU~ levels is predicted 

vitro Q,.uI,LI5<:;U a decline CD8 memory 

numbers. This can attributed to the in vitro antigen LU"'UvU DCs 

that LULlJ.L"""'" the HHLULL .. '" response, the of 
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(a) 
•. 3 

~ 
~ 
;) OJ!!) 
U 

'<t 
0 
U 
.S 0.' 

(b) 

~ 

'8 
00 e··, 
.S * 

3' 

Figure 

(b) plotted with 'I1p.rt"p.nl:n.np. 

IFN-, on 

'150 200 250 J.OO 350 
to treatment start (days) 

CD4T 

expression of 

data respectively 

* while the curve indicates the model solution. 

memory 

data and percentage 

is indicated by 

an1,1nebtT values are given 

in Table (4.3) 
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vaccine Ul1l111.Uu!HOu the in antigen loaded 

clinical 

attributed to presence viral n.>,,, .... r,,,,, 

vaccine, latently infected 

U!C;""tOH" state by 

Such behaviour 

cells [86]. In 

activated from 

particularly 

[86] is reported in [5], resulting in a new pool 

As the UUH<LU!>;:; reSPOlrlSe u",,",uU'vu to it to 

control the a rebound to prE~trE~atlrnelrlt 

While initial model outcome depends on variations in 

in DCs to alters 

anserlce of a shift in equilibria. To achieve UU1UUUU'''Y 

treatment would to GU.L"'''':;! values 

such as infection rate ({3), the rate rate 

(f) the absence of vaccine. A decrease 

lU"';\.J.",vu rate could move the of from 

the non-progression case and 

adjuvant for vaccine to 

UUJ;VLJ;U could be 

the use a protease inhibitor as a potent 

a favourable 

antigen 

[79J. 

was improved by the presence of the vaccine 4.3). This would 

APC of 

predicts a viral rebound, 

of 

HIV uU,-,\.Jv",,, [77]. Although 

nrr\o-r,p<:1<::lnn case, 

onset of un(:neCKE~a viral U ,",.UTI fl is to 

delaying onset AIDS. 

influence treatment initiation. 

investigates factors UL.L'JVV;'U,,- the pel:tolrm:all<~e vac-
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(a) 

-< z 
~ 2 

e 
> 1 

0 
0 • Time (years) 

8 10 12 

(b) .. 
35 

* 
30 

'-' 

25 

20 

-< 15 

~ 
"a 

10 

.... 
> 5 

Time 
10 12 

Figure 4.7: Comparison term outcomes of vaccination (solid 

compared with no vaccination (dashed 

case (a) and the 

by the arrow. (a) 

to reach a minimum 

case 

both cases, 

until it eventually 

not only fail to the virus 

infection as both 'l1IST.Pr17,S converge to 

assuming the non-progression 

Time of treatment initiation is shown 

vaccination viral 

which begins to 

vaccine 

also fails to the outcome of the 

no vaccination f'.'J'I,f:U'/,I'}-

ria. in (b) vaccine does the onset unchecked 

Parameter values a're (4.3) with h = 0.0072 for (b). 
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cination. Performance of vaccine is defined as the extent to which it 

suppresses the 

pretreatment 

and/or 

administration of the 

time 

As is the case with 

the Q''''T''',m returns to its 

it is found 

pelrcentf:Lge viral sup-

.... r'~c""·i£ .... n levels in n .... rlcr .... ,PQQ'on cases of nT&'f'Tllrln 

(Fig. 4.8{a)). This is to the presence " ..... ", .. " response 

Such conditions at a 

of subsequent 

high 

On other hand, treatment eventually in a total 

".n. ".:>".v.u of is rate of 

the performance although 

decreasing, does not vary much. The cells available is roughly 

at same 

of does not vary a large margin. the in unchecked viral 

is in addition to itself, roughly C;la'~lU'1! is 

the initiation time thus in an increase the 

onset of unchecked viral growth 1 not ne(~essar due to improved vaccine 

to the 

threshold, impairment 

eventually fails to avert the time of unchecked 

implies the 

not improve the performance of the 

is a 

the vaccine 

result 

of 

The onset of unchecked viral growth is defined as the time when the number of 

CDS memory cells first reaches zero. 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of treatment initiation time on vaccine performance as

suming the disease progression case. (a) Earlier treatment initiation results 

in higher viral suppression due to the presence of a stronger immune re

sponse. However as the immune system progresses towards increased impair

ment, the vaccine eventually fails to suppress the virus. (b) For the progres

sion case, treatment initiation is positively correlated to a delay in the onset 

of unchecked viral growth. Parameter values are given in Table (4.3) with 

h = 0.0072 and varying Tstart . 
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The of efficiency. 

Further analysis of the model that 

pertormance of more emlClellt vaccine, the 

delay the onset of AIDS (Fig. 

4.9(a) (b)). 

the time that the vaccine L ,",ULUHL" 

reason, an 

of viral suppression by 

can principle eliminate 

the 

levels of vaccine efficiency 

population. This 

CD8 is a of overwhelming presence of 

at the same time having a reduced of 

been a<:><:l.UI .. "''''' 

are required 

over-stimulation 

CD8 memory dlttenmt.lat:lon 

.LHHHLU.'", system could 

death [87J. INF-"( 

is for overproduction 

cross their function with 

maturation [79]. It is therefore important to Hla,Ui~a.Hl a balance hptwPf'n 

achieving an improved 

memory 

performance avoiding overproduction of 

The of repeated vaccination. 

the vaccine is unlikely to virus, it is 

vaccination be to Lua • .LH~U.LH prolonged ppr'eSSJlon. This 
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(a) 
100 

90 

I:: 
60 

~g 70. 
0 
:::l 

"0 so 
<I.l ... 
;;; so 

'"" ';;: 40 

e 
:::l 30 e 'K 20 
ro 
~ 10 0 

0 
0 

0 

(b) 

(a) The 

viral reduction 

the vaccine 

remains efficient in 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.02 0.0l! 0.1 

r 

0.02 
Vac~rne ernCleincy r 

0.06 0., 

the vaccine PH"'"P'",.', the higher the maximum 

during therapy. (d) A linear relation exists between 

and delay in AIDS onset, The higher the vaccine effi-

in onset of unCWf;::CI\;ea viral "nFl/liT! as 

body for longer, Parameter values given in 

3) 0072 and varying r, 
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ever implies that the would 

with HAART, rPT',p>l1rprI uuv,La.1J 

and the emergence of resistant 

not be case the DC based Va.'-,'-Ul',--

[71, 

clinical trial Furthermore, 

clinical 

However, this 

were 

tivated reduces of emergence of L"'''''".,,,,LH.,C; 

event of only complication that may be 

with vaccination would risk of overstimulating the 

proinflamatory the of vac-

IvUJla,.,'UH as well as how to plan treatment schedules different individuals. 

Fig. (4.10),' shows simulation results a IJCia,,,,,,u treatment at 15 month 

Subsequent treatments before 

rebounds to levels to improved each re-

(Fig. 4.1O(a)). However, as the vaccine COlltllam~s to increase cross 

Dn~Sel[lta;tlcm with direct re-

duced number infected cells. direct 

pn~Sel[lta,t1Cln eventually to of memory cells 

OU'J""'YW:;;Uu overproduction proinflamatory cytokines 4.1O(b)). 

An amount of memory cells may trigger overstimulation 

of proinflamatory cytokines. These cytokines may lead to a uu"uU'''~ of side 

impairment by 

of and inflammatory response 

would be on lifelong 

it is important to reduce amount of CD8 stimulation 

to repeated The 

treatment interruptions (STls) may be to control the memory cells 
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repeat, a 

number of CD8 

CD8 memory cells continue 

TT';"·Trl'~" cells while the 

value given in Table (4.3), 

curve represents CD8 memory cells. Parameter 
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the 

changing 

after which a new treatment 

of 

starts. 

1 Designing of repeated treatment schedules. 

A reduction in memory cells stimulation can achieved by 

the of a single or 

by the period between treatment In addition this 

treatment cost a simple-to-follow would 

to patient to treatment. 

two STIs developed for 

In the two STls, are adlrnirlist,erE~d at two week 

two that are 15 apart. viral load 

copies/mL We set on 

and 

re-

helps 

neces-

a limit 

that was probability a viral 

load [89]. The below an 

overstimulation mark that is defined as 000 cells/mL 

the is 

number However, a reduced implies an earlier 

viral rebound vu.e.".."", the interval between treatment 

mark. IS on earlier 

it was shown that 

4.8). Variations in 

treatment would improved viral suppression (fig. 

interval between terms 

of levels by 

Table ( 4.4.1) summarises the outline of the two STIs discussed 

(4.11 4.12) the outcome each 
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Cycle number 1 

3 

injections 2 

norA",'" next cycle 

• Interval hf>1r,Wf'f>n injections 

332 

2 weeks 2 weeks 2 

2 ... 

2 

A summary of the 

ules. (mths=months) 

and 

the non progression and nrr'rrr,"'''''''A''' case. The 

STl 32-STl depending on the of 

Cj.lt;u/,t;u treatment ",..-1""'''''-

are rptAr".,-" to as the 31-

n,C'To,'O'; in the 

first two cycles vaccination and the number of injections given afterwards. 

For the non pr()gn~SSJlon case (Fig, 4.11), a is efficient at a 

lower memory population compared to a however both manage 

to the load below limit of to 

use in this case would depend on how the patient's body can tolerate 

the different CD8 memory On the other hand, for the progression 

case, if treatment are 

similar to the non progression case. However, if treatment is initiated much 

later, case, three to be 

administered in the instead before 

number 

viral load down during stage it is much 'UM""'"' and the immune 
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response is weaker as compared to 

extra injection cycle, 

the limit mark while the 

of virus (blips ) 

non progression case. an 

not to viral 

was more successful although with 

4.12). Such 

HAART blips 

[90]. a 32-STI also leads to a better 

be a 

better for pa1;lerlt in the vlU.VUlv 

IS hand, for a 1..10,.,1<:;11" 

the u..u',",,-,,,,,- be a stn:tte~~y as 

it help the memory level. 

5 Chapter summary and conclusion. 

chapter Uli::>'-'Ui::>"'<:;U a the role antigen prtlSelrlta,tiou 

III infection. It was shown that a balance between cross and 

is required 

the and 

to presentation is 

as APCs as well as 

breakdown the HU1"Ull", 

function as antigen 

in 

control. The ratio of cross nr~''''''''lt 

influenced by the ability 

cell eventual 

attributed to DC's to 

or of or 

a vaccine on viral 

The hypothesis was that the may improve the function DCs, 
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4.11: The 31-STI (dashed 

and 32-STI (continuous the non 'I1'l"lP'17'1'I"QQ? case. (aJ 

viral load while (b J the CD8 memory both plotted relative to 

limit mark for the viral load and CD8 memory This limit mark 

is shown by the dashed horizontal line. In both (a) and (b), a total of 

are Parameter values are in Table (4.3) 
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Figure 4.12: gmphs show simulation results 31-STI curve) 

and (continuous curve) pregression case. (a) Shows 

load while (b) shows the CD8 memory level. In both (a) 

injections are administerd. values are 

0072 

76 

(b), a total 42 

in Table (4.3) with 
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improve CD4+ T helper cell availability by 

tion of CD8 memory cells as a result 

and restora

two processes. From the 

model simulations, it was is administered, 

as well as a viral 

>LU'U,""",", restoration 

occur. It can be concluded 

an improved T 

reduction by up to 

would 

that the 

as the CD4 + T 

ory cells are Ue1/eU)UtU 

infection [33J. This 

during the chronic 

,.un,"''"'''' as 

rrrr£>~Tt:>r' that CD8 mem-

during the primary stage 

""''''TA''!>T1IAn of CD8 memory 

To improve outcome treatment could be given earlier 

cell impairment is still low. Alternatively when the levels of 

the or v,uV~'_.J lTl('n'",",p however this may 

cytokine that could be detrimental 

",,.rnA.·,,, a viral rebound is likely to occur once the effect 

all cases. This implies that the vaccination may 

rest of the patient's life. In designing a treatment 

in the overproduction 

to the 1.10"",.",,, 

of the 

most 

cause 

one has to consider cost of the vaccination, 

patient adherence to treatment 

l11CLU1'v"";l1GLJl>"'C; of an optimal CD8 memory cells level to 

are suggested and rATAr",.rl 

table. 4.4.1). The 

a low viral 

"ny',,",,,,, 1I1Ie(;tlO,n where 

vVU.U''',o. On the other hand, 

of CD8 memory cells while n.\JC·IJUJ,,,,, 
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low. STI would theTetlore be ",1+",,,1-,,.,a the of 

infection as it helps restore the 
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hapter 

Vaccination of subtype 

infected individuals. 

and 

So far discussion on the three 

of disease namely progression by switching, by impair-

ment of presentation function by depletion of CD4 + T 

use of on these 

and the recommendations on 

the possible C 

viduals. In findings in 4, a 

(equation 5.1) is and used to the effect of 

on co receptor 

The development model involved the of the developed in 

3 to presentation by of the 

of the 4 (equations In addition 

model assumes of naive T cells is a 
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interaction with aU.,LS<.C;U Lvauc;u Des. This model is 

of vaccination on CQI'eC€lpt()r switching. 

OU"LI."''''~L'JUO are discussed in ""U<hi.J~"" 5. 

s -

T 

t· = 

1\1 = 

M* 

= 

X4 

A = 

= 

W = 

6 

Ad -

H(t) = ro(t 

r refers to GIll""!"'Jll"" Y 

interval 

to 

In chapter 3, it was 

A-

gSA* - - (JTX4 

(JTX4- pT*C 

J.I,- dmM 

(JMR5 

kC+l 
kRs(l-

kX4T* + 

1> - dAA - hA(T* + M*) 

hA(T* + M*) 

f(A* + Ad)WS-

qW(T* +M*)-

+ interval ( i 1)) 

the vaccine, 

injection, 

+M*) -dwW 

any two IHJ~j""vl'UllO 

that different immune 

80 
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P 

r 

the 

5.1: Parameter 

value 

3 

0.125 

0.00024 

1.5 

0.1 

0.001 

day-l 

1 

0.9 

GU,""'''~L values 

into target 

2.4 

0.008 day-l 

day-l 

0.3 

0.01 

0.0085 

62.5 day-l 

0.01 day-1 

in variations choice 

subtype B a I'"'rw''''I'"'''''l'Ytr,r 

switch from '-lV.lUIJLL""",","" of the is more 

is associated the onset [42, 13, This association 

10]. However 

virulent VVLHI-"~L""'~ to the X4 

due the more virulent nature 

in although strain is 

strain, it cytokines produced as a result 

nt"r,rrt",c"''''''ArI by 

to HIV infection, "VL"UU<lLV,ULF-. 

67, 63]. 

mediated 

individuals immunity 

progress to with no to more strain. 

""V~'vU'_V of a COl:eCleDt switch, as is the case 

the of the UU\JVL'-'U of DCs as as a decline CD4+ 
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T help population may a mechanism disease progression as shown 

4. to the of response the LLHULeULy 

system, a dentritic cell for treatment 

'-'U<LIJL'<Jl 4 it was '''''''',YUU"" .• v .. would 

CD8 me]mOI,y as as cells while reducing the 

to aU'HU'H'" then 

is the of vaccination with a DC 

U'O'Vo.:'", nrAo,,,.t:I.,,,,rm in subtype B 

5.1 Effect of vaccination on co receptor switch-
. 
Ing. 

of 

from chapter 3 and 4 were combined 

COlreOepljOr switching, 

simulations were carried out. 

below, two cases are on 

to time. 

Case 1: Vaccination a coreceptor switch. 

before a COI,eOeD1;or switch 

the 

case if 

it results 5.1 b). This can be attributed 

to UHUUU"" activation as a 

in a vB'''''!"v 

vHe.v,,"" 3. 

Case 2: Vaccination after a COI'eCE~pt()r switch. 

case if ....... 'vULU".LV .. is initiated 
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occurred, a switch 

man 

selection UH:;D"'U 

to dominance occurs. 

UU',HU'''~ of 

recovers hence out 

!Jo()stmg of 

hence a 

However the R5 

vaccine vanishes and immune response weakens, 

the effect of 

strain re-emerges 

UV,lll1JlLCUllvu occurs (Fig. and eventually a Dul..,VU,U switch from R5 to 

c). 

5.2 and recommendations. 

Since individuals in subtype C regions are """"'V"'''''C,uU with a higher cytokine 

expression levels, may be detrimental to individual if re-

sults in cytokines such as can however 

avoided through a nUlno,~r (1) A 

the 

the can 

to such 

tokines. However a 

(2) An anti-parasitic 

implies less uHJllvl<JHIv 

overproduction of 

viral load reduction. 

be given 

reduce the immune activation. Alternatively, 

the vaccine to 

val..,,,u,,o<vJlVU together with im

mumomodulatory as linomide may 

ability to block cytokines, nr.c'UA1"t 

as well as production 

antimicrobial nrr\n01"r",C [91]. This nr"",,''''01'' 

treatment. (3) reducing the dose of 

Linomide has 

nr.T,rr.,,,,,, of CD8 and 

has 

additional costs 

or using addi-

tional drugs, a treatment schedule can to maintain a low 

viral load while at preventing the overproduction of cytokines 

by minimising CD8 me:mc)ry production. This with a strategy 
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such as the that was in chapter 4. 

the 50% 

with 

these individuals, the 

subtype B infected com-

cern. concern lies in 

which is an H1ULL"O."VL 

associated accelerated 

not be a huge con

high probability of 

case the 

factor as was shown U1J.Ll(;L"lVll time of vaccination would 

·n,.. rH .... r 4. Although it is not 

system is the cause or a result 

the collapse the immune 

occurrence of the 

can a additional indicator of Since 

to use for rpr,p,.. ..... , """,\. ... "'."LV'H depends 

of ,"uo\Oo.;,,,, p:rog:reSiSlon vaccination is the coreceptor switch 

can used to 

switch 

would a 

response while 

UHUHun.. response is 

strategy to use as it will "'Ul',"-"',""L;] 

the Unfortunately 

of u1ce;a.;:,e; nrAo'rt:>c,," can not be 

only 50% of HIV-l subtype B infected 

if a cox'eCE)Pt()r 

weaker 

immune 

has occurred 

will a 

For those HIV-l subtype B infected individuals that will not experience a 

the of to AIDS thus to HIV-

1 C infected individuals. In case 

would have to determined by the the strength HHH1IoLlle; response, 

load level T cells as is the case C 

infected individuals. It can be concluded that a based 

developed HIV-l B can be on both 
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individuals in an HIV-l subtype B and subtype C region as long as one takes 

into account the level of immune activation in the individual at the time of 

vaccination to avoid severe side effect. 

5.3 Limitations and future work . 

• Although the model developed in chapter 3 was based on previous 

models and experimental work, there is still need to validate the model 

with experimental data. Ideally, it would be useful to obtain individual 

data of the amount R5 and X4 strains over a period of time. In addition 

a measure of the efficiency of the lytic and non-lytic immune responses 

in these individuals would also be of great value to test the theory. 

" In the model in chapter 3, the evolution of coreceptors is considered 

to be a deterministic process. However since the conditions within 

different individuals vary, it would be interesting to investigate whether 

the results of the model differ if the process is stochastic. 

" One of the limitations in the models in chapter 3 and 4 are that they do 

not account for the effect of the humoral response on HIV-l infection. 

HIV-l neutralising antibodies have been suggested to playa crucial role 

in viral dynamics [34] hence it may be important to investigate how the 

interaction between cellular and humoral responses can explain these 

dynamics. 

" For future work a full analysis of the combined model in chapter 5 

would be useful to understand the behaviour of the model when certain 

parameter values are changed. 
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• Although 

ent 

outcomes 

This 

for future work it would 

therapy if the l-'O<u,"::;Uu 

be helpful COIllSlOl:Jrm 

is not always 100%. 

Papers submitted 

investigated 

interesting to the 

at least one cycle STL 

patient horoYl/'O to treatment 

publication. 

(1.) Coreceptor 

The Bulletin 

subtype B C. Accepted in 

HJ.(l,uU"UJ.C.UJ.'vO<J. Biology. 

The long-term outcomes of a UI-":;Uu,L'v dendritic cell-based 

vaccine. to PLoS Medicine 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

0,(16 

0,05 

0,01 

0,00 

0,'" 

Virallo:ad 
0,114 

Figure 5.1: Outcomes of the combined model. (a) A coreceptor switch with-

out vaccination switch at year 10). (b) Delayed coreceptor <JWth(';1b 

when vaccinated the switch (vaccination at 3). (c) Repeated core-

ceptor after initial (vaccination at year 14). 

parameter in 
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Appendix 

esults tables 

A.1 PBSA single parameter results. 

Table A.l: PBSA results for the individual parameter 

effects, with an increase of 10% in all parameters. The 

sign of the change in switch time shows the direction of 

change, therefore, a positive result implies an increase in 

switch time while a negative result implies a decrease in 

switch time. 

Parameter Change in switch time (days) 

kX4 -903.0 

P 677.0 

dm -651.0 

J.L 426.5 

k -424.0 

kRs 415.0 
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Table 

Parameter (days) 

dm -

A 

de -273.0 

r 

g 

dT 186.5 

dw 

ev 

f 110.5 

dv -102.0 

j3 

A.2 PBSA paired interaction results. 
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PBS A 

fi,n<>r<>nT parameters, 

(Only interaction 

of ~ 1 year are shown as 

be significant). 

two interactions of 

for all cases. 

a vU'''UF,v in switch time 

are one to 

Parameter Change switch time (days) 

kX4 X dm 

kX4 X de 

kx. r 

kX4 9 

kX4 X 

kX4 X k 

kXdm 
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-1371 

-1319 

-1281 

-1211 

1194 

-1158 

1157 

-1114 

-1018 

-991 

984 

-964 

-952 

949 

-942 
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time (days) 

fJ -880 

Xk -858 

pXdT 

dm • 

fJ It 835 

,\ -820 

kXg 

kX4 -785 

dv p 761 

r dm -760 

X 

dT 

,\ 9 

ev -713 

ItX 

pX ds 

dv dm -682 

k dw -681 

kX4 It 

dw dm -650 

fJ k 

kXr 

kX,\ 

kRs dT * 636 
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Table A.2 (continued) 

Parameter (days) 

f3 
k ds -625 

fXjj 623 

jjX 599 

dv X dm • 

X,\ 

-569 

f ,\ 

f 

-539 

r 

dm 

p f 532 

de 

ev X dm 

f3 p 516 

de X,\ 

.p r 498 

ev X jj 496 

dm • dw 

p de 

f3 ,\ -458 

dw Xg 

de 9 -452 
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Table 

Parameter 
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switch time (days) 

450 

-445 

444 

-431 

-417 

-412 

402 

-374 
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Appendix B 

Computer programs 

B.l PBSA for the coreceptor model 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%This is an octave code for the Plackett-Burman sentitivity % 

%analysis technique. % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~!. 

%percentage change in parameters 

change=10; 

%design size 

designsize=20; 

%total number of parameters to be changed 

noofparameters=19; 

%number of scenarios for single parameter effects 

noofscenarios=2*designsize; 

output=fopen("pbsaresults.dat", "w+"); 
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of values into matrix form 

parameter(1,1)=2.4*10--4; 

(1,2)=0.22*parameter(1,1)-2; 

(1,3)=62.4; 

parameter (1 , =90; 

(1,5)=2.4; 

(1,6)=0.03; 

"m .. L ... r (1,7) =0.24 ; 

(1, =0.78; 

parameter (1 ,9)=50; 

parameter(1,10)=0.005; 

-.m"'T",r(1, =0.01; 

=0.5; 

"m<,1-.o,.,.. (1,13) =0.1; 

-.m"Y<J,r (1 j 14) =1.5; 

parameter (1 , =0.005; 

::>m"'''''''''''''(1, 16)=5; 

!:Om.'.,.."" .... (1,17) =0 ~ 001; 

parameter(1,18)=0.01; 

"m<,1-.o,r (1, =0.01 ; 

%upper and lower levels of parameter values based of the 

nnlr>",,,·=n:::.r::1lm,,,,r:,,,r(l, :)* + 1); 

lower=parameter(1,:)*(1-change/100); 

%the design matrix M 

M= ,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1, 

for j=1:designsize-2; 
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end 

for i=l: 

end 

M(j+1 , 

M(j+l, i+1) 

M ,1: =-1; 

M(designsize+l:2*designsize,1:designs :::: 

-M(l: ,1: 

values for different scenerios 

global scenario 

for i=l: 

for 

if (M(i,j) scenario(i,j)=upper(l,j); 

else scenario ,j)=lower(l,j); 

endif 

end 

end 

%running of different scenarios 

i; 

for i=l:noofscenarios; 

function xdot f(x, t); 

global i scenario; 

of 

bta=scenario(i,l); 

(i, 2) ; 

kr=scenario(i, 

kx=scenario (i , 

values 
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dv=scenario(i, 

dm=scenarioCi , 

,7) ; 

p=scenario 

k=scenario(i,9); 

r=scenario Ci, 

dw=scenario ,11); 

f=scenario ,12); 

dc=scenario(i, 

mu=scenario ,14); 

dM=scenario ,15); 

lambda==scenario 

ds=scenarioCi , 

,18) ; 

dT=scenario ,19); 

equations 

xdot=zeros(9,1); 

xdot( == lambda - ds * xCi) - * xCi) * (x + x(5))); 

xdot(2) * x(1) * (3)+ x(5))) - dT * x(2) - bta * x(2) * 

x(7); 

xdot(3) = (bta * x(2) * xC?» - (p * x(3) * x(9» - dt * x(3); 

xdot == fiU - dM * x(4) - * x(4) * x(6»/(k * x + 1); 

xdot(5) == (bta * * x(6»)/(k * x(9) +1) dm * x(5); 

xdot(6) == kr * ep) * - dv * x(6); 

xdot kr * * x + kx * x(3) - dv * x(7); 

xdot == r * (x(3) + x(5» * xeS) * x - f * (x(3) + x(5» * 
x(8) - dw * x(S); 
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xdot(9) = f * (x(3) + xeS»~ * x(8) - dc * x(9); 

endfunction 

%solving of model equations 

of each simulation 

days=5400; 

conditions 

xO = [1000: 500; 0: 1000; 0; 10--3; 0*10--3; 100; 0]; 

t == (0, 

%ODE solver options 

(" method", "stiff"); 

("relative tolerance", 

[y,ISTATE, MSG]= lsode([IIfll], xO, t); 

and of switch time 

for j==2: 

if (y(j-l,6»y(j-l,7»&&(y ,6)<y(j, ) 

end it 

endfor 

swi tchtime (i, 1) (i, 1); 

endfor 

,1)=t(1,j); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

individual effects of 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

for k=l:noofparameters; 

for i=l:noofscenarios; 

enCi, =switchtime(i,l)*M(i,k); 

endfor 
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Pr(k)=k; 

endfor 

effect1= 

,1) 

of effects 

;Pr] ; 

=sort 

(effect1» ; 

(1, :»; 

effect3=effect2(:, 

%printing of results a key for parameters 

(output, 1=beta; 3=kr; 4=kx; 5=dv; 

6=dm; 7=dt; 

15=dM; 

9=k; 10=r; \n 12=f; 13=dc 14=lambda; 

19=dT \n \n"); 

(output, "Parameter in switch time 

for i=1: 

fprintf(output,"%i %7f \t ",effect3(2,i), 

(1,effect3 )*effect3(1, 

fprintf (output, "\n") ; 

end 

,"\n"); 

) ; 

fprintf(output, "\n"); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

of interaction effects 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%number of scenarios or pairs 

(noofparameters,2); 

matrix for calculation of effects 
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for i=l: 

for 

k=«i-1)*noofparameters)-(sum(O:i-1))+j-i; 

1M(l: =M(l:noofscenarios,i).* 

M(l:noofscenarios,j)j 

order (1 , )=i; 

order (2, (k)) 

%assignment of interaction scores to matrix signs 

for t=l:noofscenarios; 

tk(t,k)=switchtime *1M 

endfor 

endfor 

endfor 

%calculation switch time change due to paired interaction and 

(tk,l) 

for i=l:noofpairs; 

total(i)=(paireffect(l,i)+effect(l,order(l,i»+ 

effect(1,order(2,i))) 

endfor 

(total) ; 

;order(l,:);order ,:)]; 

(ptotal1)) ; 

(: ,i) ; 

of results 

(1, : , : , :)) ; 

,"Parameter Change in switch time \n"); 
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for i=l: 

endfor 

X %i %7f II • ptotal2 

(2,i»*ptotaI2(1,i»; 

,"\nll); 

(output, "\n"); 

(output," ); 

(4,i), 

fclose (output); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

B.2 DC therapy programme 

################################################################# 

#This is an 

#vaccine model with a 

for the dendritic cell based 

vaccination 

# 

# 

################################################################# 

#Model 

th'=s-dt*th-bta*th*v-bta2*(1-x)*at*th 

tht'=bta*th*v+bta2*( 

v'=k*dit*tht-dv*v 

a'=mu-da*a-h*a*tht 

at'=h*a*tht-dat*at 

w'=f*th* 

c' 

function for the vaccine 

vac'=impulse(t)-daa*vac 
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I 

impulse (t) =dose*heav ( (ntimes-l) * (interval-l)+ntimes* 

duration)-t)*heav *heav(mod(t-

(interval-l)+duration)-(interval-l» 

#Initial conditions 

in it th=750 tht=O.007 v=3.65 w=950 c=S.25 a=15 at=O.02 vac=O 

#Parameter values 

dose=O.03 tstart=300 duration=l interval=14 ntimes=3 

dt=O.Ol s=S.6 mu=O.125 da=O.OOS daa=O.OOS5 

par dit=O.42 dv=3.1 k=3800 x=O.9 bta2=O.05 bta=O.OOl05 

par dc=O.085 dw=O.009 p=50 f=O.00063 q=O.l h=O.Ol dat=O.06 

up xppaut 

@ meth=stiff total=4320 trans=120 bound=1000000000000 

@ toler=le-8 bell=O maxstor=10000000 DT=1 

#new buttons 

@ but=run: but=view:x but=exit: 

#setting up AUTO 

@ NTST=lOOOO NMAX=500000 NPR=100000 DSMIN=O.0001 DSMAX=O.Ol 

done 

################################################################# 
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